Abstract. The VIP2 (VIolation of the Pauli Exclusion Principle) experiment at the Gran Sasso underground laboratory (LNGS) is searching for possible violations of standard quantum mechanics predictions in atoms at very high sensitivity. We investigate atomic transitions with precision X-ray spectroscopy in order to test the Pauli Exclusion Principle (PEP) and therefore the related spin-statistics theorem. We will present our experimental method for the search for "anomalous" (i.e. Pauli-forbidden) X-ray transitions in copper atoms, produced by "new" electrons, which could have tiny probability to undergo Pauli-forbidden transition to the ground state already occupied by two electrons. We will describe the VIP2 experimental setup, which is taking data at LNGS presently. The goal of VIP2 is to test the PEP for electrons with unprecedented accuracy, down to a limit in the probability that PEP is violated at the level of 10 −31 . We will present current experimental results and discuss implications of a possible violation.
Introduction
The Pauli Exclusion Principle (PEP) was proposed by Wolfgang Pauli [1] who received the Nobel prize for this finding. It is regarded as a consequence of the spin-statistics theorem. In his Nobel prize lecture Pauli noticed [2] we want to stress here a law of Nature which is generally valid, namely, the connection between spin and symmetry class. A half-integer value of the spin quantum number is always connected with antisymmetrical states (exclusion principle), an integer spin with symmetrical states. First the PEP was found for electrons and later extended to all fermions (half-integer spin systems). Thus the nature is divided into bosonic (symmetric) and fermionic (antisymmetric) systems. Is anything between, with mixed symmetry? is an obvious question. Up-to-now no contradiction with the validity of PEP was found. Therefore, the PEP is extremely successful in explaining many fundamental features of nature. Here some examples: periodic table of the elements, the existence of neutron stars and the stability of matter [3, 4] . Therefore the spin plays a decisive role, dividing nature in half-integer and integer particles and systems, i.e. in fermions and bosons respectively. Nevertheless, to probe the PEP validity with utmost sensitivity is extremely important because of its role in foundations of quantum physics. Even a tiny violation would point to new physics. The combination of high sensitivity X-ray spectroscopy and the large background suppression in an underground laboratory like LNGS is employed to test PEP in the VIP2 experiment.
Experimental tests of PEP
In the past searches for both PEP-violating transitions and PEP-forbidden system were carried out. Such investigations were performed with atoms and nuclei but also astrophysical bounds on the PEP were searched. The accuracy of tests of PEP for electrons has gradually increased over time (see table 1 ). The quantity β 2 /2 -widely used in the literature -gives the upper limit of PEP violation and can be traced back to a model introduced by Ignatiev and Kuzmin [5] . We are using this quantity to enable a comparison of the results employing different approaches. The Messiah and Greenberg superselection rule [6] constrains the possible transitions as it forbids symmetry changes in stable systems. Experiments investigating stable systems reached extremely low upper limits for PEP violation [7, 8] . Regarding atomic transitions the first experimental test of PEP for electrons can be traced back to a pioneering experiment by Goldhaber and ScharffGoldhaber more than half a century ago. In that experiment new electrons from beta decay were used as probes of the validity of PEP. About 40 years later the validity of PEP for electrons was examined in an experiment by Ramberg an Snow using a current to bring new electrons into the system resulted in an upper limit for PEP violation in the order of 10 −26 . The VIP2 experiment follows the Ramberg-Snow approach with largely improved instrumentation and in a low background LNGS environment.
The VIP2 experiment at LNGS

Experimental concept of VIP2
The VIP2 experiment at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) searches for Pauliforbidden X-ray transitions in copper at the utmost sensivity (see fig.1 ). If an atomic transition from the 2p state to the already filled 1s ground state (K α transition) takes place -thus violating PEP -then the transition energy is lower by about 300 eV (i.e. the transition energy for the PEP violating transition is 7747 eV instead of 8048 eV) which can be determined by modern X-ray spectroscopy employing solid state X-ray detectors. The new electrons as probes of PEP are introduced by an electric current circulating through a copper foil. Therefore, periods with current (possible PEP-violating transitions) and without current (no PEP violating transitions) are alternating in VIP2. Figure 1 . The VIP2 experiment is searching for Pauli-forbidden the atomic transition to the already filled groundstate n=1 (K α ) displayed in the right picture.
VIP2 setup
The VIP experiment used charge-coupled devices (CCDs) for the X-ray detection. CCDs provide excellent energy resolution but the background reduction is limited because of the lack of timing information. Subsequently the VIP2 experiment employs Silicon Drift Detectors (SDDs) (see fig.2 ). These semiconductor detectors are ideally suited for soft X-ray spectroscopy combining large active area, small capacity, arrangements in arrays and provide excellent energy resolution and timing capability. The X-rays generate free electrons, which drift to the anode with an applied electric field. The energy spectrum of the X-rays can be deduced from the electrons arriving at the anode. This current is amplified and read out by an ADC. The timing performance is sufficient (below 1µs) for anticoincidence with scintillation detectors in order to suppress actively background. Their larger depletion depth leads to a higher detection efficiency of X-rays in the region of interest. The timing capability of SDDs enables the use of an active shielding with scintillators against external radiation. For this purpose, 32 scintillator bars read out by silicon photomultipliers are installed around the SDDs. In addition to the passive shielding around the VIP2 apparatus their veto signal helps to reduce further the background.
VIP2 Shielding
The shielding of the VIP2 apparatus employs active and passive shielding. The active shielding is using plastic bars readout by silicon photomultipliers. The efficiency of the active shielding depends on the lower threshold of the scintillation detectors. Presently tests and optimization of the active shielding system is in progress. The passive shielding consists of copper and lead blocks surrounding the outer part of the VIP2 apparatus. This method of passive shielding was successfully employed in the VIP-CCD experiment.
Measurements and Results
Recently the VIP2 experimental setup was upgraded. In 2018 the new Silicon Drift Detectors [16] (see fig.2 ) were mounted in the VIP2 setup in the underground laboratory Gran Sasso (LNGS). These detectors consist of 4 arrays with 8 single cell SDDs per array. Each square cell has 8 x 8 mm 2 surface area. In total the active detector arrea is around 20 cm 2 . Compared to the formerly employed SDDs the active area is increased by a factor larger than 3. Therefore, the detection efficiency for possible photons from Pauli Exclusion Principle (PEP) violating transitions is increased by a factor greater than 3. An energy resolution of 150 eV -160 eV (FWHM) at 6 keV could be verified for all channels. The experiment is taking data with and without current under stable conditions with the new configuration (see fig.3 ). Furthermore, Monte Carlo simulations conducted with GEANT 4, which have the environmental gamma radiation spectrum as input, verified the background rate detected with this new configuration. The progress of the VIP2 experiment has been reported in [9, 15, 17, 18, 19] . In 2016 we collected data in a time period of ∼70 without current and ∼40 days with 100 A current. In fig.3 a typical X-ray spectrum measured with the SDD detector system is displayed.
Summary and Outlook
The experimental program for testing a possible PEP violation for electrons made great progress so far. The use of a new type of SDDs as X-ray detectors will further enhance the sensitivity by providing larger sensitive area. Concerning the reduction of the X-ray background we installed a part of the passive shielding with copper and lead which will be completed in 2019. Given a running time of 3 years and alternating measurement with and without current we might either find a tiny violation or we can lower the upper limit of PEP violation by about two orders of Figure 3 . The X-ray spectrum measured with current and without current in VIP2 (left). The region-of interest (ROI) is shaded. After subtraction of the background events the residual X-ray spectrum is shown in the right panel.
magnitude (see fig.4 ). On the theoretical side studies are made to investigate the concept of new electrons provided by a current in the copper bulk material [20] . 
